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More than 450 practice problems coordinate with the chapters in the Chemical Engineering Reference Manual, so you
can work appropriate problems as you study. You'll reinforce what you've learned and discover where you may need
additional preparation. Most of the practice problems are in the PE exam's multiple-choice format. Step-by-step solutions
provide clear, complete explanations of how to reach the answer most efficiently.
The FE Civil Review offers complete coverage of the Civil FE exam knowledge areas and the relevant
elements--equations, figures, and tables--from the NCEES FE Reference Handbook. With concise explanations of
thousands of equations, and hundreds of figures and tables, the FE Civil Review contains everything you need to
successfully prepare for the Civil FE exam.
More than 300,000 engineers have relied on the Engineer-In-Training Reference Manual to prepare for the FE/EIT exam.
The Reference Manual provides a broad review of engineering fundamentals, emphasizing subjects typically found in
four- and five-year engineering degree programs. Each chapter covers one subject with solved example problems
illustrating key points. Practice problems at the end of every chapter use both SI and English units. Solutions are in the
companion Solutions Manual. Comprehensive review of thousands of engineering topics, including FE exam topics Over
980 practice problems More than 590 figures Over 400 solved sample problems Hundreds of tables and conversion
formulas More than 2,000 equations and formulas A detailed 7,000-item index for quick reference For additional
discipline-specific FE study tools, please visit feprep.com. _____________________________ Since 1975, more than 2
million people have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at ppi2pass.com.
The best-selling review book for the general Fundamentals of Engineering (FE/EIT) exam. New to this edition are
coverage of new subjects within selected topic areas -- following the official exam hand-out -- and more practice
problems. Every exam topic is reviewed, and there are more than 1100 problems and a realistic 8-hour practice exam.
Solutions to all problems and the practice exam are included. The EIT Review Manual features a money-back guarantee
from the publisher.
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version for
only $50 at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* Michael R. Lindeburg PE's FE Chemical Review Manual offers complete
review for the FE Chemical exam. Features of FE Chemical Review include: complete coverage of all exam knowledge
areas equations, figures, and tables of the NCEES FE Reference Handbook to familiarize you with the reference you'll
have on exam day concise explanations supported by exam-like example problems, with step-by-step solutions to
reinforce the theory and application of fundamental concepts a robust index with thousands of terms to facilitate
referencing Topics Covered Chemical Reaction Engineering Chemistry Computational Tools Engineering Sciences
Ethics and Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics/Dynamics Heat Transfer Mass Transfer and Separation
Material/Energy Balances Materials Science Mathematics Probability and Statistics Process Control Process Design and
Economics Safety, Health, and Environment Thermodynamics Important notice! It has been brought to our attention that
counterfeit PPI books have been circulating. Counterfeit books have missing material as well as incorrect and outdated
content. While we are actively working to resolve this issue, we would like our customers to be aware that this issue
exists and to be leary of books not purchased directly through PPI. If you suspect a fraudulent seller, please email details
to marketing@ppi2pass.com.
Designed to prepare you for the FE exam, "FE/EIT Sample Examinations" simulates the actual FE exam in every aspect,
from the format and level of difficulty to the number of problems and the distribution of problems across exam topics. The
most realistic practice for the FE exam 2 complete sample exams 120 morning and 60 general afternoon problems on
each exam Multiple-choice format, just like the exam, with solutions Increase your comfort level of solving problems in SI
units Mentally prepare for the pressure of working under timed conditions
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version for
only $50 at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* Michael R. Lindeburg PE's FE Mechanical Review Manual offers
complete review for the FE Mechanical exam. FE Mechanical Review Manual features include: complete coverage of all
exam knowledge areas equations, figures, and tables for version 9.4 of the NCEES FE Reference Handbook to
familiarize you with the reference you'll have on exam day concise explanations supported by exam-like example
problems, with step-by-step solutions to reinforce the theory and application of fundamental concepts a robust index with
thousands of terms Topics Covered Computational Tools Dynamics, Kinematics, and Vibrations Electricity and
Magnetism Engineering Economics Ethics and Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics Heat Transfer Material Properties
and Processing Mathematics Materials Measurement, Instrumentation, and Controls Mechanical Design and Analysis
Mechanics of Materials Probability and Statistics Statics Thermodynamics Important notice! It has been brought to our
attention that counterfeit PPI books have been sold by independent sellers. Counterfeit books have missing material as
well as incorrect and outdated content. While we are actively working with Amazon and other third party sellers to resolve
this issue, we would like our customers to be aware that this issue exists and to be leary of books not purchased directly
through PPI and PPI stores on Amazon. We cannot guarantee the authenticity of any book that is not purchased from
PPI. If you suspect a fraudulent seller, please email details to marketing@ppi2pass.com.
Prepare to pass the computer-based FE Civil exam with PPI's FE Civil Review Manual.
As the most comprehensive reference and study guide available for engineers preparing for the breadth-and-depth mechanical PE
examination, the twelfth edition of the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual provides a concentrated review of the exam
topics. Thousands of important equations and methods are shown and explained throughout the Reference Manual, plus hundreds
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of examples with detailed solutions demonstrate how to use these equations to correctly solve problems on the mechanical PE
exam. Dozens of key charts, tables, and graphs, including updated steam tables and two new charts of LMTD heat exchanger
correction factors, make it possible to work most exam problems using the Reference Manual alone. A complete, easy-to-use
index saves you valuable time during the exam as it helps you quickly locate important information needed to solve problems.
_____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying,
architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more
information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
Of all the PE exams, more people take the civil than any other discipline. The eight-hour, open-book, multiple-choice exam is given
every April and October. The exam format is breadth-and-depth -- all examinees are tested on the breadth of civil engineering in
the morning session; in the afternoon, they select one of five specialties to be tested on in-depth. Our civil PE books are current
with the exam; they reflect the new format, and they reference all the same codes used on the exam.101 Solved Problems, for
extra problem-solving practice. -- Practice problems in essay format cover a wide range of breadth-and-depth exam topics --
Includes full solutions
The Best Preparation for Discipline-Specific FE Exams 60 practice problems, with full solutions Two complete, simulated 4-hour
discipline-specific exam Covers all the topics for that particular discipline Provides the in-depth review you need Topics Covered
Automatic Controls Computers Dynamic Systems Energy Conversion & Power Plants Fans, Pumps & Compressors Fluid
Mechanics Heat Transfer Material Behavior/Processing Measurement & Instrumentation Mechanical Design Refrigeration & HVAC
Stress Analysis Thermodynamics _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their
engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to
PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
The Best-Selling Book for FE Exam Preparation The FE Review Manual is the most trusted FE exam preparation book. Gain a
better understanding of key concepts and save prep time by reviewing FE exam topics and NCEES Handbook equations in a
single location. These equations, along with NCEES Handbook figures and tables, are distinguished in green text for easy cross-
referencing. Use the 13 diagnostic exams to identify where you need the most review and improve your problem-solving skills with
over 1,200 practice problems. You can also look for PPI's new discipline-specific FE review manuals: FE Civil Review Manual FE
Mechanical Review Manual FE Other Disciplines Review Manual Entrust your FE exam preparation to the FE Review Manual and
get the power to pass the first time—guaranteed—or we'll refund your purchase price. FE exam coverage in 54 easy-to-read
chapters 13 topic-specific diagnostic exams Green text to identify equations, figures, and tables found in the NCEES Handbook
Over 1,200 practice problems with step-by-step solutions SI units throughout Sample study schedule Comprehensive, easy-to-use
index Exam tips and advice Topics Covered Include Biology Chemistry Computers, Measurement, and Controls Conversion
Factors Dynamics Electric Circuits Engineering Economics Ethics Fluid Mechanics Materials Science/Structure of Matter
Mathematics Mechanics of Materials Statics Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer Transport Phenomena Units and Fundamental
Constants _____________________________ Since 1975, more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying,
architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more
information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
Prepare to pass the computer-based FE Electrical and Computer exam with PPI's FE Electrical and Computer Review Manual.
On the chemical PE exam, you have an average of just six minutes to solve each problem. This collection of 100 realistic, multiple-
choice practice problems prepares you to perform at peak efficiency. Topics covered include Mass and Energy Balances Mass
Transfer Thermodynamics Plant Design and Operation Kinetics Fluids Heat Transfer The step-by-step solution provided for each
problem demonstrates how to work quickly and effectively. Explanations of the three wrong answers show common errors and
how to avoid them. Your confidence and test-taking expertise will build as you gain experience solving these exam-like problems.
FE Civil Practice Problems contains over 460 multiple-choice problems that will reinforce your knowledge of the topics
covered on the NCEES Civil FE exam. These problems are designed to be solved in three minutes or less to
demonstrate the format and difficulty of the exam, and to help you focus on individual engineering concepts.
NEW EDITION PE Civil Practice Problems contains over 900 problems designed to reinforce your knowledge of the
topics presented in the PE Civil Reference Manual. Short, six-minute, multiple-choice problems follow the NCEES PE
Civil exam problem format and focus on individual engineering concepts. Longer, more complex problems challenge your
skills in identifying and applying related engineering concepts. Problems will also familiarize you with the codes and
standards you'll use on the exam. Solutions are clearly written, complete, and easy to follow. U.S. customary and SI units
are equally supported, and units are meticulously identified and carried through in all calculations. All solution
methodologies permitted by the NCEES PE Civil exam (e.g., ASD and LRFD) are presented. Frequent references to
figures, tables, equations, and appendices in the PE Civil Reference Manual and the exam-adopted codes and standards
will direct you to relevant support material. Topics Covered Civil Breadth Project Planning; Means and Methods; Soil
Mechanics; Structural Mechanics; Hydraulics and Hydrology; Geometrics; Materials; Site Development Construction
Earthwork Construction and Layout; Estimating Quantities and Costs; Construction Operations and Methods; Scheduling;
Material Quality Control and Production; Temporary Structures; Health and Safety Geotechnical Site Characterization;
Soil Mechanics, Laboratory Testing, and Analysis; Field Materials Testing, Methods, and Safety; Earthquake Engineering
and Dynamic Loads; Earth Structures; Groundwater and Seepage; Problematic Soil and Rock Conditions; Earth
Retaining Structures; Shallow Foundations; Deep Foundations Structural Analysis of Structures; Design and Details of
Structures; Codes and Construction Transportation Traffic Engineering; Horizontal Design; Vertical Design; Intersection
Geometry; Roadside and Cross-Section Design; Signal Design; Traffic Control Design; Geotechnical and Pavement;
Drainage; Alternatives Analysis Water Resources and Environmental Analysis and Design; Hydraulics-Closed Conduit;
Hydraulics-Open Channel; Hydrology; Groundwater and Wells; Wastewater Collection and Treatment; Water Quality;
Drinking Water Distribution and Treatment; Engineering Economic Analysis
The standard for Mechanical Engineering FE Review includes; 110 practice problems, with full solutions Set up to
provide in depth analysis of likely FE exam problems This guide will get anyone ready for the Mechanical FE Exam
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Topics covered include Statics, Dynamics, and Fluid Mechanics Electricity & Magnetism, Materials Properties and
Processing Dynamics, Kinematics, and Vibrations Mechanics of Materials, Mechanical Design and Analysis Heat
Transfer, Measurement and Controls
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version for
only $30 at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* FE Chemical Practice Problems offers comprehensive practice for the
NCEES Chemical FE exam. This book is part of a comprehensive learning management system designed to help you
pass the FE exam the first time. FE Chemical Practice Problems features include: over 600 three-minute, multiple-choice,
exam-like practice problems to illustrate the type of problems you'll encounter during the exam clear, complete, and easy-
to-follow solutions to deepen your understanding of all knowledge areas covered in the exam step-by-step calculations
using equations and nomenclature from the NCEES FE Reference Handbook to familiarize you with the reference you'll
have on exam day Exam Topics Covered Chemical Reaction Chemistry Computational Tools Engineering Engineering
Sciences Ethics and Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics/Dynamics Heat Transfer Mass Transfer and Separation
Material/Energy Balances Materials Science Mathematics Probability and Statistics Process Control Process Design and
Economics Safety, Health, and Environment Thermodynamics
The SI Solutions Manual contains solutions to all 980+ practice problems in the Engineer-In-Training Reference Manual.
Because you must solve nearly all the quantitative problems on the exam using SI (metric) units, getting comfortable
working with SI units is crucial. _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for
their engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED®, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted
their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
The FE exam, the first in the two-part engineering licensing process, is taken typically by upper-level students or recent
graduates in April or October. This eight-hour exam is closed-book except for a handout provided in the examination
room. The exam is divided into morning and afternoon sessions. The morning exam, with 120 multiple-choice problems,
is the same for everyone. In the afternoon, examinees must choose to take a discipline-specific (DS) or a general exam,
each with 60 multiple-choice problems.The FE Review Manual and the Engineer-in-Training Reference Manual are the
core books used to prepare for the morning and general afternoon exams.This is the most effective, up-to-date, all-in-one
review your engineering customers can buy for the general Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam. Plus, the FE
Review Manual carries a money-back guarantee: Pass the test or get your money back from the publisher. The book is
an ideal refresher for students, recent graduates, or engineers who have limited time to study.The FE Review Manual
features: -- Full review of topics on the general FE/EIT exam -- More than 1,150 problems with solutions -- A complete
practice exam with solutions -- Diagnostic exams by topic -- so engineers can test their readiness and understanding of
each topic before they begin to study
Solutions Manual for the Engineer-in-training Reference ManualSI UnitsProfessional Publications Incorporated
More than 430 practice problems with solutions. Updated with new codes and standards tested on the exam.
When you're studying for the PE examination using the Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual, you'll be working many practice
problems. Don't miss the opportunity to check your work! This Solutions Manual provides step-by-step solutions to nearly 350 practice
problems in the Reference Manual, fully explaining each solution process. Solutions are given in the SI and English units.
The Solutions Manual contains fully worked-out solutions to the practice problems in the Civil Engineering Reference Manual.
Engineers agree that taking mock exams provides excellent practice for the real thing. The Mechanical Engineering Sample Examination
contains an eight-hour practice exam similar in difficulty to the mechanical PE exam. All problems are accompanied by fully explained
solutions.
The Most Comprehensive Book for the Computer-Based FE Other Disciplines Exam The FE Other Disciplines Review Manual offers
complete coverage of FE Other Disciplines exam knowledge areas and the relevant elements—equations, figures, and tables—from the
NCEES FE Reference Handbook. With 14 mini-exams to assess your grasp of the exam's knowledge areas, and concise explanations of
thousands of equations and hundreds of figures and tables, the Review Manual contains everything you need to succeed on the FE Other
Disciplines exam. The Review Manual organizes the Handbook elements logically, grouping related concepts that the Handbook has in
disparate locations. All Handbook elements are shown in blue for easy identification. Equations, and their associated variations and values,
are clearly presented. Descriptions are succinct and supported by exam-like example problems, with step-by-step solutions to reinforce the
theory and application of fundamental concepts. Thousands of terms are indexed to facilitate cross-referencing. To augment your review, pair
your FE Other Disciplines Review Manual with PPI's FE Other Disciplines Practice Problems book. It contains more than 320 multiple choice
problems designed to be solved in three minutes or less. This book follows the FE Other Disciplines Review Manual in chapter sequence,
nomenclature, terminology, and methodology, so you can easily find clear explanations of topics where you need more support. Both
products are part of PPI's integrated review program available at feprep.com. Entrust your FE exam preparation to PPI and get the power to
pass the first time—guaranteed. Topics Covered Chemistry Dynamics Electricity, Power, and Magnetism Engineering Economics Ethics and
Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics and Dynamics of Gases and Liquids Heat, Mass, and Energy Transfer Instrumentation and Data
Acquisition Materials Science Mathematics and Advanced Engineering Mathematics Probability and Statistics Safety, Health, and
Environment Statics Strength of Materials Additional Products and Support at feprep.com FE Other Disciplines Review Manual web book: the
online version of this book offers full-text searching, note-taking, and bookmarking capabilities, and integrated interactive diagnostic exam
problems with automatic scoring FE Other Disciplines Practice Problems:problems covering critical exam topics, with step-by-step solutions;
the online version provides automatic scoring and comparative reporting FE Other Disciplines Assessments: online problems to evaluate your
familiarity with exam topics, with automatic scoring and comparative reporting FE Other Disciplines Flashcards: online flashcards for quick, on-
the-go review FE Review Programs: online programs providing structure and personal feedback as you prepare for the FE exam Study
Schedule: an online, customizable study schedule with targeted reading and homework assignments
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version for only $30 at
ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* FE Mechanical Practice Problems offers comprehensive practice for the NCEES FE Electrical and
Computer exam. FE Mechanical Practice Problems features include: over 460 three-minute, multiple-choice, exam-like practice problems to
illustrate the type of problems you'll encounter during the exam clear, complete, and easy-to-follow solutions to deepen your understanding of
all knowledge areas covered in the exam step-by-step calculations using equations and nomenclature from the NCEES FE Reference
Handbook to familiarize you with the reference you'll have on exam day Exam Topics Covered Computational Tools Dynamics, Kinematics,
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and Vibrations Electricity and Magnetism Engineering Economics Ethics and Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics Heat Transfer Material
Properties and Processing Mathematics Materials Measurement, Instrumentation, and Controls Mechanical Design and Analysis Mechanics
of Materials Probability and Statistics Statics Thermodynamics
Topics covered Construction Geometric Design Traffic Analysis Traffic Safety Traffic Planning
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version for only $30
at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* FE Other Disciplines Practice Problems offers comprehensive practice for the NCEES Other
Disciplines FE exam. This book is part of a comprehensive learning management system designed to help you pass the FE exam
the first time. FE Other Disciplines Practice Problems features include: over 320 three-minute, multiple-choice, exam-like practice
problems to illustrate the type of problems you'll encounter during the exam clear, complete, and easy-to-follow solutions to
deepen your understanding of all knowledge areas covered in the exam step-by-step calculations using equations and
nomenclature from the NCEES FE Reference Handbook to familiarize you with the reference you'll have on exam day Exam
Topics Covered Chemistry Dynamics Electricity, Power, and Magnetism Engineering Economics Ethics and Professional Practice
Fluid Mechanics and Dynamics of Gases and Liquids Heat, Mass, and Energy Transfer Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
Materials Science Mathematics and Advanced Engineering Mathematics Statics Strength of Materials Probability and Statistics
Safety, Health, and Environment
16TH EDITION AVAILABLE SOON The Civil Engineering Reference Manual is the most comprehensive textbook for the NCEES
Civil PE exam. This book's time-tested organization and clear explanations start with the basics to help you quickly get up to speed
with common civil engineering concepts.
Complement your "FE Civil Review Manual" study with these discipline-specific practice problems.
More than 300,000 engineers have relied on the Engineer-In-Training Reference Manual to prepare for the FE/EIT exam. The
Reference Manual provides a broad review of engineering fundamentals, emphasizing subjects typically found in four- and five-
year engineering degree programs. Each chapter covers one subject with solved example problems illustrating key points.
Practice problems at the end of every chapter use both SI and English units. Solutions are in the companion Solutions Manual.
Comprehensive review of thousands of engineering topics, including FE exam topics Over 980 practice problems More than 590
figures Over 400 solved sample problems Hundreds of tables and conversion formulas More than 2,000 equations and formulas A
detailed 7,000-item index for quick reference _____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people
preparing for their engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED, interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted
their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at www.ppi2pass.com.
FE Electrical and Computer Practice Problems contains over 450 multiple-choice problems that will reinforce your knowledge of
the topics covered on the NCEES Electrical and Computer FE exam. These problems are designed to be solved in three minutes
or less to demonstrate the format and difficulty of the exam, and to help you focus on individual engineering concepts.
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